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1. Who can Apply for 3G’s Masters in Psychology Program (M.A. Psychology)?
Anyone who can dedicate full-time for 3 years of study and has completed any one of the following can
apply:
Any Graduation (mandatory)
Any Post Graduate
Any Ph.D.
Working Professional (If they can dedicated and commit to 3 years )
2. From which university will I get my M.A. Psychology degree from?
The M.A. Psychology degree will be conferred from Suresh Gyan Vihar University (SGVU), Jaipur,
Rajasthan, India. SGVU is a private, not-for-profit and an autonomous university. In 2017, Suresh Gyan
Vihar University became the first private university in Rajasthan to be awarded 'A' Grade by the National
Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC). It’s also accredited and affiliated by UGC, AICTE, NBA,
AIU, PCI and NCTE. For more details, please visit: www.gyanvihar.org
3. What if I am already pursuing my masters?
3G’s Masters in Psychology is a full-time practical program and requires 100% commitment. Those who
are already pursuing/in the middle of any other program are not eligible to apply.
4. I'm a 1st year student of B.Sc./BA Psychology. Should I apply now?
You are eligible to apply when you reach the third year or right after you complete your graduation. The
bottom line is you must have completed Bachelors's Degree in any field on the first day of 3G’s first-year
course.
In the meantime, however, till such time you complete your degree, you can choose to be part of the 3G
Commune and take up an internship and gain experience by being part of the 3G Psychology Club. This
gives you an insight into 3G and the learning-cum-working culture within the 3G ecosystem. Most of all,
you can network with students and interns.
5. The whole program is virtual (online classes). So how can you ensure a student’s
overall development?
The entire program is virtual - by design! Especially post 2020, the way forward as regards the world of
education and work, as we all know, will be digital. Students of 3G will not only learn to adapt but also
master the skills required for thriving in the 21st-century digital era.
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Every year the students are required to plan and execute a one-month trip, all by themselves, to the
university location in India. There will be so much learning happening from talks, workshops, seminars,
fun activities, and excursions during the 30 days along with socializing, networking and bonding; that the
value a student will derive during that period will be way beyond what most full-year regular courses
from other institutions!
That’s not all. The program will regularly feature dozens of renowned specialists in psychology and other
top speakers from across the world. They will deliver virtual lectures virtually yet on the very same
world-class content which they normally deliver in person. As a student, it is important to understand
that it is practically neither possible nor viable for any university or institution to fly 50 to 100 speakers
from all around the world for an in-person session/lecture.
6. Please explain the type of job 3G will be providing?
Industrial Psychologist, Counselling Psychologist, Education Psychologist, Child Psychologist, AI
Psychologist, Cognitive Psychologist, Social Psychologist, and Psychometrician are some of the job
opportunities students can choose from; which will be based on the evaluation of their performance and
successful completion of the course.
7. What is the starting salary of the job?
The starting salary will be 2 lakh per annum and can go up to 10 Lakh per annum, based on the
evaluation of the student’s performance and work experience (if any).

8. I don't have a bachelor degree in psychology but ‘am still interested in this course.
Can i apply?
Yes. You can apply. Any Bachelors Degree will do (psychology degree not mandatory).
9. Is it okay not to take up the job opportunity offered by 3G?
Whether or not you want to take up the job opportunity offered by 3G is completely up to you. The fact is
that by the end of the course, you will be fully ready to enter the world of work by yourself. 3G will
prepare you such that you will be more than capable of independently finding a choice of opportunities.
10. How many Certifications will I receive by doing this program?
The following are some of the certifications you will receive on successful completion of the program:
M.A Psychology from Suresh Gyan Vihar University
Post Graduate Diploma in Psychology from 3G Institute of Research & Policy Studies (3G IRPS), HQ :
IIT Madras Research Park
Artificial Intelligence (AI) Diploma from 3G Techno-Hub
Certificates in Digital Marketing
Certificate in Cognitive Psychology
Diploma in Entrepreneurship from India CEO Forum
Career Coaching Advanced/Mastery Certification from London Certification
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11. What is the Fee for the program?
The Fee is INR 5.50 Lakhs for the entire course. However, everyone is eligible for Scholarships.

12. Who is eligible for the scholarship?
All students are eligible for a one-time scholarship of up to INR 1.0 lakh. For more details, check the
scholarship matrix below.
1

Early Bird Offer - First 30 students

Rs. 40,000/-

13

Books Written

Rs. 5000/-

2

PHD

Rs. 50,000/-

14

Internship & NGO Project Participation

Rs. 5000/-

3

PG - Regular Psychology

Rs. 9000/-

15

Psychometric Tests

Rs. 8000/-

4

PG - Distance Psychology

Rs. 8000/-

16

Group Discussion

Rs. 5000/-

5

UG - Graduation Psychology

Rs. 10,000/-

17

Individual Presentation

Rs. 5000/-

Extra Curriculum

Rs. 2000/-

LP School Teacher Recommendation Letter

Rs. 5000/-

6

Graduation marks 90% above

Rs. 7000/-

18

7

Graduation marks 80% above

Rs. 5000/-

19

8

Higher Secondary Marks 90% above

Rs. 5000/-

20

UP School Teacher Recommendation Letter

Rs. 5000/Rs. 5000/-

9

Higher Secondary Marks 75% above

Rs. 3000/-

21

HSE Teacher Recommendation Letter

10

10th Marks 90% above

Rs. 4000/-

22

DEGREE Teacher Recommendation Letter

Rs. 5000/-

11

10th Marks 75% above

Rs. 3000/-

23

Poor Family Background

Rs. 10,000/-

12

Journal Published

Rs. 5000/-

24

Village Background

Rs. 5000/-

13. Will the program provide a job guarantee for all the batches?
Job can be guaranteed only for the first 100 students joining the program.
14. What is the relevance of psychology with Artificial Intelligence (AI)?
Artificial Intelligence (AI) refers to the simulation of human intelligence in machines that are
programmed to think like humans and mimic the actions of humans. The term AI may also be applied to
any machine that exhibits traits associated with humans such as learning and problem-solving, among
many others. Since psychology, at the fundamental level, has got to do with human behavior, AI
Psychology has tremendous scope for professional opportunities especially in the 2020s and 2030s.
15. Can I use the address of 3G, HQ - IIT Madras Research Park after getting the job?
Yes, you can use our company address.
16. I am very interested in the program, but I am coming from an economically
constrained background. What do I do?
First things first, make sure you’re among the first 100 applicants. Since you have a job guarantee
(being one among the first 100 students), you can take an unsecured education loan and start paying
once you take up a job.
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17. Is your program better than a Masters Degree in Clinical Psychology?
3G School of Psychology follows the American Psychology Association (ASA) and The British
Psychological Society (BPS) as regards the topics to be mastered by the students. Both ASA and BPS are
leaders in the field of research and contemporary updates and trends related to the field of Psychology.
This means as a student of 3G, you are up to date with the latest developments in the field of
Psychology.
Will i become a Certified Career Counsellor?
Yes, you will be fully equipped to become a Certified Career Counsellor. That’s not all. You will also be
provided with all the assessment tools needed to function as a professional Career Counsellor and the
opportunities to gain practical experience.
19. Will I be able to get a job in other places after your program?
Yes. 3G will prepare you to be capable of getting job opportunities outside of 3G’s placement guarantee.
Please refer FAQ 9 above for more details.
20. Why does your program have a duration of 3 years? Usually a PG Program is only
for 2 years.
With 3G, you are not just going to becoming a Post Graduate in Psychology. You are going to become a
complete professional who has mastered the many nuances within the realm of Psychology. You become
someone who is ready to go out there in to the world, make an impact and transform every individual
who reaches out to you.
The depth and width of 3G’s curriculum is of global standards. Therefore, to lay a strong foundation,
delve deep into specialization and gain experience through application of knowledge learned will require
3 full years of complete dedication and focus. The whole of the third year is designed for practical
exposure and hands-on work experience as an intern. The third year of the program is what makes 3G’s
program stand out from the rest.
21. Why is an online program better than an offline program?
Please refer FAQ No.5 above.
22. Why have you provided Career Counselling as part of this Program in Psychology?
Career Counselling is one of the most popular areas where Psychologists are highly sought after for
professional services. Their services and guidance are sought by students, parents, young professionals,
schools, colleges and even educational institutions.
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Unlike other areas of specialization in psychology where paying customers will almost invariably
hire/seek for services only from an experienced individual, career counselling is a segment where
customers wouldn’t hesitate to pay even fresh graduates in psychology. Having said, what is to be noted
is that Career Counselling is an industry with a turnover of well over INR 5,000 Crores in India and is
expected to grow rapidly in the decade of the 2020s and 30s. India needs not less than 1.50 million
career counselors to cater to the needs of more than 400 million youths. We at 3G are on a mission to
create One Million Career Coaches through our vertical 3G Me Life (www.3GMeLife.Com)!
23. Is instalment plan available for the program?
The Fee is already divided Year wise.
24. If I refer a friend to join the program and they get selected, will I earn?
Yes. You can. Please connect with our team at admin@3gschoolofpsychology.org
25. Why is the program focusing a lot on creating a profile for me?
Think about it for a moment. Be it your family doctor, dentist, auditor, or lawyer, you visit them and hire
their services regularly, more because of who they are as a person than how good they are as a
professional. Yes, they need to be good as a professional. But among the many good professionals, from
your point of view, they stand out because of what they are as a person.
Similarly, people will come to you and hire your services more for who you are and then for what you do
(in that order). That’s why you are a personal brand, first! Only then you are a psychologist. Any
psychologist has clients. When it comes to you, however, your brand will be created such that it brings
you the top and best of clients in the town, city, or wherever be the location you practice. In business,
‘Who your clients are?’ does matter. What matters even more, however, is ‘Whom do your clients know?’.
Your social media profiles, be it LinkedIn, Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, etc. are all places where people
visiting the pages perceive you in their own way. Once you are out of college, that perception changes
from you as an individual to you as a brand. How well you manage others’ perceptions about you and
how much value you can extract from others’ perceptions about you is a very fine science. To build and
manage your career, you should first build and manage your Personal Brand. That’s where 3G’s support
to build your brand comes into the picture.
26. Can the role or the job of a Psychologist be automated?
While the menial and repetitive tasks/jobs within the current roles of psychologists will be automated,
the conclusions from many research papers from the recent past indicate that we are now at a juncture
where it is time to stop thinking about AI as a battle of machines versus humans.
Rather, now is the right time to focus on how AI can optimize and improve clinicians’ abilities to deliver
better care and faster healing/recovery for their clients. This is where new and specialized roles like AI
Psychologists will emerge in the near future. Psychologists who have a good foundation in AI and the
ability to embrace the dynamic changes in the industry will be highly sought after and highly paid
professionals. 3G’s Masters in Psychology program has its foundation in AI and therefore gives its
students an edge over those from other institutions.
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27. I think it's expensive
First things first, the course curriculum of 3G School of Psychology is an outcome of and backed by more
than 10 years of research by more than 5000 best minds from across the world. The course is
completely in line with the latest trends in psychology as per the American Psychological Association
(APA) and The British Psychological Society (BPS).
The entire course is practical in nature and enables students to learn, apply, develop and demonstrate
the skills learned during the program. This empowers them to hit the road running when they enter the
world of work right after the completion of the program.
Preparing students for the 21st Century Era’ in the field of psychology along with Artificial Intelligence
(AI) is at the core of the course curriculum. Data is the new oil’ of the 21st century. AI Psychologists are
those who specialize in psychology along with ‘Behavioural Data’ and will be one of the most soughtafter and well-remunerated professionals in the future.
Internship opportunities and gaining hands-on experience will be the prime focus of students during the
3rd year. The curriculum is designed such that students who fully embrace it are guaranteed a job by the
end of the course. Most of all, we are creating the change-agents of tomorrow in the field of Psychology!

28. How many hours and days will the classess be?
It is going to be 8 hours a day and 5 days per week. The weekend will be holiday.
29. Will the psychology fest trip expenses included in the fee?
No, the institution and the students will plan a cost-effective trip.
30. If I pay the application fee is my admission confirmed?
No, the application fee is for the selection process. After the selection process, you will know if you got
accepted or rejected.
31. What does Extra Curriculum mean in the scholarship matrix?
Extra Curriculum means the other hobbies a student might have sports, singing, dancing, arts, theatre,
Video editing, designing etc.
32. Is the recognition valid all over India?
Yes, the M.A Psychology degree is from Suresh Gyan Vihar University (SGVU), Jaipur, Rajasthan, India.
SGVU is a private, not-for-profit and an autonomous university. In 2017, Suresh Gyan Vihar University
became the first private university in Rajasthan to be awarded 'A' Grade by the National Assessment and
Accreditation Council (NAAC). It’s also accredited and affiliated by UGC, AICTE, NBA, AIU, PCI and
NCTE. For more details, please visit: www.gyanvihar.org
33. who are we accredited by?
Yes, we have have collaborated with Suresh Gyan Vihar university. Which is Government approved
NAAC 'A' grade, UGC, AICTE, NBA, AIU, PCI & NCTE.
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34. I haven't heard of this school before, how can we know your credibility?
The parent organisation of the 3G School of Applied Psychology is the 3G Institute of Research &
Policy Studies ( 3G IRPS ) & Genius Group Global.

Genius Educations | www.geniuseducations.com
Genius Education serves the society by providing world-class educational opportunities. We have already
30,000+ students passed out from Genius Group of Institutions in the past 10 years. We have also
collaborated with top Indian & UK universities. Here are few photos from the graduation ceremony :2020 - Dubai Convocation @ Burj Khalifa: The tallest building in the world.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=tdJgEZTlQdQ&t=36s

2019 - Dubai Convocation @ shangri la hotel
www.youtube.com/watch?v=tdJgEZTlQdQ&t=36s

2018 - Dubai Convocation @ Le Meridien Hotel
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2017 - Dubai Convocation @ Shangri la hotel

2016 - Oman Convocation Sheraton Oman

Genius Group Global www.geniusgroupglobal.com
Genius Group Global, headquartered in Dubai, is a group of 25 companies spread across 9 countries, with a
strong foothold in 15 Business Verticals catering to the diverse needs of various markets in 4 continents,
through a team of over 350 Talented, Dedicated and Dynamic Geniuses ; unified together by embracing the
vision and mission of the Founder, Chairman and Managing Director (Dr. Sahid Cholayil), to transform the
lives of billions of individuals we co‐exist with.
3G Pentagon(Vision & Mission)
The edifice of Genius Group of Institutions is laid on the philosophy known as 3G Pentagon : a 5 Pillared
Vision that originated at Dr Sahid Cholayil and is now the driving force for each and every one associated
with Genius Group Global Team.
Our Vision is to Provide World Class E ducation that leads to acquiring the best E mployment opportunities
(in jobs that does not even exist today), while encouraging E ntrepreneurial Approach to each role
undertaken as well as creation of platforms for dynamic individuals to grow and prosper, revolving 360
Degrees around the axis of Innovation , binding everything together with cutting‐edge Technology .
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The next parent organisation of the 3G School of Applied Psychology is
the 3G Institute of Research & Policy Studies ( 3G IRPS )

3G IRPS - WHO WE ARE
A RESEARCH ORGANIZATION
Headquarters : IIT Madras Research Park

https://www.ndtv.com/education/mission-3g-campaignlaunched-at-indian-school-of-business-aims-to-reach-10million-students-in-one-y-1807511

Addressing the cause and effect of the “world employment crisis” due to
the fourth industrial revolution, the biggest threat to humanity. ( 69% of
Indian Jobs will be automated by 2030 and 80% across the globe ).
Mission 3G "Build India to serve the world" was launched in ISB Hyderabad
and is designed as a result of 10 years of research on Education,
Psychology & Employment by thousands of scholars including eminent
academicians from Harvard University, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Indian Institute of Technology (Bombay), Indian Institute of
Technology (Delhi), Indian Institute of Management (Bangalore), Indian
School of Business (Hyderabad) and other institutes of global stature

3G SCHOOL OF APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY ( 3G SAP)
After 10 years of In-Depth Research, we have launched the 3G SAP in order to address various challenges in the
domain ranging from awareness, social resistance, mental health, obsolete methodologies, etc. We have the vision
to build leaders in the psychology domain who can impact and make a difference with a completely revolutionized
learning pedagogy. Beyond that, since it's our launch, we are also giving a 100% job guarantee to the first 100
students only. Hence a student can be very confident in choosing 3G SAP as the program comes with a job
guarantee.
We have also organized the 3G International Psychology Conference where
top psychologist across India had joined to support our mission of creating
awareness. Fortis Mental Health department was our partner and we also
had speaker from Mindvalley. Please learn more about the event here:
http://www.3gschoolofpsychology.org/event.html

SOME OF THE RENOWNED PSYCHOLOGISTS & COACH'S WHO JOINED THE CONFERENCE!
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3G PSYCHOLOGY CAREER SUMMIT - 2021
The Psychology Career Summit - En-PSYCH-lopedia is an initiative by the 3G School of Applied
Psychology. This event aims to resolve any questions or confusion a person might have regarding the field
of psychology. Despite psychology being a peculiar field and an upcoming one at that, there’s a lack of
knowledge about the career prospects and its realities in India and around the globe. We hope that this
summit shines a light on the different career opportunities in psychology and how to pursue them. It will
also focus on the future of psychology, what are the possible and inevitable changes that we’ll see in the
future and how can we prepare for it.

SOME OF THE RENOWNED PSYCHOLOGISTS & COACH'S WHO SPOKE AT THE SUMMIT

Lynne Franklin
Persuasion Expert, Neuroscience
Nerd Author TEDx Speaker

Princy Saini
Mental Health Advocate at Get Me
Therapy Economist

Brian R Little
Internationally acclaimed Scholar &
Speaker Motivational Psychology
Prof. at Cambridge University

Dr. Yaron Ziv
CEO of the Maof Centre of
Psychotherapy Associate Professor at
Ben-Gurion University of Negevy

Namrata Jain
TEDx Speaker Counselling
Psychologist
Life Coach & Corporate and
Business Counsellor

Sport Psychologist, PhD, Australia Elite
Athletes & First Woman Psychologist at IPL

Deepti Puranik
Forensic Psychologist,
Founder of Lighthouse Psychological
Consultancy,
Associate Member of the British and
European Polygraph Association

Hiba Balfaqih
Founder of The School of Mindhacking
Founder of The Startup Factory
Entrepreneur, Psychologist, Mindhacker ™

Maya Libben

Dr. Era S. Dutta

Dr. Charanteja Koganti

Dr. Chaitanya Sridhar

MBBS, MD. Consultant
Neuropsychiatrist, KIMS Hospitals
Assistant professor, VRKMC, Hyderabad

Scott Geller
Behavioural Psychologist
Co-founder and Senior Partner of
Safety Performance Solutions, Inc
Alumni Professor at Virginia Tech.

Consultant NeuroPsychiatrist,
Young Psychiatrist Awardee,
Associations with Indian Newspapers,
Radio & TV channel

Urmika Sahai

Nirali Bhatia

Counselling Psychologist and
Family Therapist

Founder Cyber B.A.A.P
Cyber Psychologist
Psychotherapist, Tedx speaker

Vishakha N. Punjani

Associate Prof. at University of British
Psychologist & Psychotherapist,
Columbia Founder of Libben Psychological
Founder, Astitva Mental Health Clinic, Mumbai.
Asssociates Inc.
Consultant, Pre-Litigation Centre, High Court of Bombay

Arouba Kabir
Mental Health Therapist/Counselor
Founder, Enso Wellness
Entrepreneur, Life Coach.
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Other initiatives by 3G!
1. Career Guidance Platform : www.3gmelife.com
2. 3G Blue book : www.3gbluebook.com
3. 3G School of Applied Entrepreneurship : www.3girps.edu.in
4. Genius Educations : www.geniuseducations.com
5. 3G IRPS NGO : www.3girps.org
6. India CEO Forum : www.indiaceoforum.org
7. Education E-Commerce : www.3glife.org
8. JEE/NEET Prep : www.prepido.com
9. Migration : www.worldpassport.co.in
10. Education Abroad : www.upindia.co.in
11. Maths Initiative : www.missionganit.com
12. AI Innovation : www.3gil.org

Helpful Links to Learn More
1. Youtube Chanel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtiD5EuX4pbc6NewbMCAQw
2. 3G documents: www.3glife.org/downloads
3. 3G Events: www.3glife.org/events.html
4. 3G Testimonials: www.3glife.org/testimonials.html
5. 3G Purpose: www.3girps.org/our-Purpose.html
6. 3G Founder Linkedin:
www.linkedin.com/in/sahidcholayil/

Apply Now
WWW.3GSCHOOLOFPSYCHOLOGY.ORG

+ 91 9555555325

